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This product is provided under the following license agreement granted by Gary DeWitt covering SignTorch Sample Vector
graphics, images, files, and printed material, all hereafter referred to, in part or in whole, as the 'product'.
If you do not agree with the terms of this license, destroy all copies and do not open or use the product.
This license shall only apply to, and only covers, certain designated sample images available at signtorch.com. Any SignTorch image
not designated and offered as a sample at signtorch.com is not subject to this license and is subject to standard SignTorch license
agreements and protocol. Any breach of any SignTorch license terminates all license to use any signtorch product.
Any image or work that includes any product in any form is subject to this agreement.
You may not publish the product embedded in any sort of collection, or compilation.

You may redistribute the SignTorch Sample Vector Art product online if you include 1) a visible sample
image clearly depicting the entire work accurately, and 2) a credit (and a link where possible to
signtorch.com/samples) that acknowledges SignTorch Sample Vector Art as the source and licensor, and 3)
in the abscence of a link you must refer to signtorch.com/samples as the location of the license. For
example: you may simply say "based on SignTorch Sample Vector Art" AND include a link to
signtorch.com/samples where possible OR in the absence of a link you may say "based on SignTorch
Sample Vector Art, see signtorch.com/samples for license restrictions"
If you are found to be publishing the product, not in compliance with this license, you may be given a brief opportunity to remove
the material or comply with the license, or you may not, at the sole discretion of Gary DeWitt. Any usage not in compliance with this
agreement shall constitute copyright infringement, among other actionable offenses. Nothing may alter or supercede this license or
limit enforcement unless it is in writing and signed by either Gary DeWitt or a designated legal agent of Gary DeWitt.
You may use the product only if you agree with and comply with the terms of this license agreement. Opening or using the product
constitutes agreement with the terms of the license agreement.
Failure to comply with the license agreement terminates the license agreement, and ends all license to use or posses the product.
Upon termination you agree to cease all use of the product, and erase or destroy all copies.
The product is provided on an "as is" basis, without any other warranties or conditions, express or implied. The entire risk as to the
results and performance of the product is assumed by you. Neither we nor our dealers or suppliers shall have any liability to you or
any other person or entity for any indirect, incidental, special, or consequential damages whatsoever. We are also not responsible for
claims by a third party. Our maximum aggregate liability to you and that of our dealers and suppliers shall not exceed the amount
paid by you for the product.
You may make and sell physical, non-digital items based on the product, except you may not make items that allow or enable 3rd
parties to reuse the product.
You may incorporate the product into your own physical non-digital original work and publish, display and distribute your work only
in compliance with this agreement. You may not claim to be the author of the work.
You may not make available the product for use or distribution separately or detached from a physical non-digital product or web
page thereof, except as expressly permitted by this license.
You may not sell, or sub-license the product. If you produce or publish competing vector art for profit, you may not display or
distribute SignTorch Sample Vector Art on any related competing web site unless it is clearly distinguished from the competing
work and proper attribution as required under this license is apparent.
You may not incorporate the product in any sort of trademark or logo or make stencils, stamps or patterns for 3rd party reproduction.
You may not use the product except as expressly permitted by this license.

